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Abstract. In this paper, we propose an automatic summarization system to ease
web browsing for visually impaired people on handheld devices. In particular,
we propose a new architecture for summarizing Semantic Textual Units [2]
based on efficient algorithms for linguistic treatment [3][6] which allow realtime processing and deeper linguistic analysis of web pages, thus allowing
quality content visualization. Moreover, we present a text-to-speech interface to
ease the understanding of web pages content. To our knowledge, this is the first
attempt to use both statistical and linguistic techniques for text summarization
for browsing on mobile devices.

1 Introduction
Visually impaired people are info-excluded due to the overwhelming task they face to
read information on the web. Unlike fully capacitated people, blind people can not
read information by just scanning it quickly i.e. they can not read texts transversally.
As a consequence, they have to come through all sentences of web pages to
understand if a document is interesting or not.
To solve this problem, we propose an automatic summarization server-based
architecture for web browsing on handheld devices. In particular, we introduce five
different efficient methods for summarizing subparts of web pages in real-time. Two
main approaches have already been proposed in the literature. First, some
methodologies such as [2][14] use simple but fast summarization techniques to
produce results in real-time. However, they show low quality contents for
visualization as they do not linguistically process the web pages. Second, some works
apply linguistic processing and rely on ad hoc heuristics [7] to produce compressed
contents but can not be used in a real-time environment. Moreover, they do not use
statistical evidence which is a key factor for high quality summarization. As a
consequence, we propose a new architecture, called XSMobile, for summarizing
Semantic Textual Units [2] based on efficient algorithms for linguistic treatment
[3][6] that allow real-time processing and deeper linguistic analysis of web pages,
thus producing quality content visualization as illustrated in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Screenshot of the XSMobile architecture

2 Text Unit Identification
One main problem to tackle is to define what to consider as a relevant text in a web
page. Indeed, web pages often do not contain a coherent narrative structure [1].
For that purpose, [15] propose a C5.0 classifier to differentiate narrative
paragraphs from non narrative ones. However, 34 features need to be calculated for
each paragraph which turns this solution impractical for real-time applications. In the
context of automatic construction of corpora from the web, [5] propose to use a
language model based on Hidden Markov Models using the SRILM toolkit [12]. This
technique is certainly the most reliable one as it is based on the essence of the
language but still needs to be tested in terms of processing time. Finally, [2] propose
Semantic Textual Unit (STU) identification. In summary, STUs are page fragments
marked with HTML markups which specifically identify pieces of text following the
W3 consortium specifications. However, not all web pages respect the specifications
and as a consequence text material may be lost. In this case, unmarked strings are
considered STUs if they contain at least two sentences.

3 Linguistic Processing
On the one hand, single nouns and single verbs usually convey most of the
information in written texts. On the other hand, compound nouns (e.g. hot dog) and
phrasal verbs (e.g. take off) are also frequently used in everyday language, usually to
precisely express ideas and concepts that cannot be compressed into a single word.
As a consequence, identifying these lexical items is likely to contribute to the
performance of the extractive summarization process.

Subsequently, each STU in the web page is first morpho-syntactically tagged with
the efficient TnT tagger1 [3]. Then, multiword units are extracted from each STU
based on an efficient implementation of the SENTA2 multiword unit extractor [6]
which shows time complexity Θ(N log N) where N is the number of words to
process. Then, multiword units which respect the following regular expression are
selected for quality content visualization:
[Noun Noun* | Adjective Noun* | Noun Preposition Noun | Verb Adverb].

This technique is usual in the field of Terminology [14]. A good example can be
seen in Figure 1 where the multiword unit “Web Services” is detected, where existing
solutions [2][7][14] would at most consider both words “Web” and “Services”
separately. Finally, we remove all stop words present in the STU. This process allows
faster processing of the summarizing techniques as the Zipf’s Law shows that stop
words represent 1% of all the words in texts but cover 50% of its surface.

4 Summarization Techniques
Once all STUs have been linguistically processed, the next step of the extractive
summarization architecture is to extract the most important sentences of each STU. In
order to make this selection, each sentence in a STU is assigned a significance
weight. The sentences with higher significance become the summary candidate
sentences. Then, the compression rate defines the number of sentences to be
visualized.
Simple tf.idf: This methodology is mainly used in Information Retrieval [13]. The
sentence significance weight is the sum of the weights of its constituents divided by
the length of the sentence. A well-known measure for assigning weights to words is
the tf.idf score [11]. The tf.idf score is defined in Equation 1 where w is a word, stu a
STU, tf(w, stu) the number of occurrences of w in stu, |stu| the number of words in
the stu and df(w) the number of documents where w occurs.
tf .idf (w, stu ) =

tf (w, stu )
N
× log 2
| stu |
df ( w)

(1)

In our case, a dictionary of idf values is processed for each website where
XSMobile is installed based on the collection of texts present in it. The process is
web-based. All texts in the collection of the website are first linguistically processed
as explained in Section 3. Then, the n most frequent words of the collection are
extracted to produce query samples sent to the web search engine Google™. For each
query, the first 10 most relevant urls are gathered given rise to 10*n urls. Then, a web
spider processes each url as deeply as possible in the hypertext structure and extracts
all texts related to the initial query. Finally, after automatically gathering huge
quantities of texts to approximate as best as possible the ideal idf values of the words,
a XML dictionary of <word, idf> entries is produced.
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So, the sentence significance weight, weight1(S, stu), is defined straightforwardly
in Equation 2 where |S| stands for the number of words in S and wi is a word in S.
|S |

weigth1 (S , stu ) =

∑ tf .idf (w , stu )
i

i =1

(2)

|S|

Enhanced tf.idf: In the field of Relevant Feedback, [13] propose a new score for
sentence weighting that proves to perform better than the simple tf.idf. In particular,
they propose a new weighting formula for word relevance, W(.,.). It is defined in
Equation 3 where argmaxw(tf(w,stu)) corresponds to the word with the highest
frequency in the STU.
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(3)

Based on this weighting factor, [13] define a new sentence significance factor
weight2(S,stu) which takes into account the normalization of the sentence length. The
subjacent idea is to give more weight to sentences which are more content-bearing
and central to the topic of the STU as shown in Equation 4 where argmax(|S|) is the
length of the longest sentence in the STU.
|S |

weigth2 ( S , stu ) =

∑W ( w , stu ) × S
i =1

i

 arg max S 
( ) 

s


(4)

The rw.idf: Recently, [10] have proposed the TextRank algorithm. The basic idea of
the algorithm is the same as the PageRank algorithm proposed by [4] i.e. the higher
the number of votes that are cast for a vertex, the higher the importance of a vertex.
Moreover, the importance of the vertex casting the vote determines how important the
vote itself is. The score of a vertex Vi is defined as in Equation 5 where In(Vi) is the
set of vertices that point to it, Out(Vj) is the set of vertices that the vertex Vj points to
and d is a dumping factor3.
S (Vi ) = (1 − d ) + d ×

∑

j∈In (Vi )

1
S (V j )
Out (V j )

(5)

In our case, each STU is represented as an un-weighted oriented graph being each
word connected to its successor following sequential order in the text as in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Graph representation of the text: ”The British Council of Disabled People is the UK's
National Organization of the worldwide Disabled People's Movement”.
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d was set to 0.85 as referred in [4].

After the graph is constructed, the score associated with each vertex is set to an
initial value of 1, and the ranking algorithm is run on the graph for several iterations
until it converges. So, each word is then weighted as in Equation 6
N
rw.idf ( w, stu ) = S ( w) × log 2
(6)
df ( w)
and the sentence significance weight, weight3(S, stu), is defined straightforwardly in
Equation 7 where |S| stands for the number of words in S and wi is a word in S.
|S |

weigth3 ( S , stu ) =

∑ rw.idf ( w , stu )
i

i =1

(7)

|S|

Cluster Methodologies: Luhn suggested in [9] that sentences in which the greatest
number of frequently occurring distinct words are found in greatest physical
proximity to each other, are likely to be important in describing the content of the
document in which they occur4. The procedure proposed by [2], when applied to
sentence S, works as follows. First, they mark all the significant words in S. A word is
significant if its tf.idf is higher than a certain threshold T. Second, they find all
clusters in S such that a cluster is a sequence of consecutive words in the sentence for
which the following is true: (i) the sequence starts and ends with a significant word
and (ii) fewer than D insignificant words must separate any two neighboring
significant words within the sequence. Then, a weight is assigned to each cluster.
This weight is the sum of the weights of all significant words within a cluster divided
by the total number of words within the cluster. Finally, as a sentence may have
multiple clusters, the maximum weighted cluster is taken as the sentence weight.

5. Text-to-Speech Interface
The Text-to-Speech module is a crucial issue for accessibility of Visually Impaired
People to web page contents. For this purpose, we have integrated the Microsoft
Speech Server into our architecture using the SALT markup language following the
architecture proposed in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Text-to-Speech Interface
However, in future work, we will integrate a Speech-to-Speech module on the proper
device in order to avoid the overload of the Microsoft Speech Server which has
shown limitations for high amounts of requests.
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[2] based their sentence ranking module on this paradigm.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an automatic summarization system to help web browsing
for visually impaired people on handheld devices. Unlike previous works [2][7][14],
it is based on efficient algorithms [3][6] for linguistic treatment that allow real-time
processing and deeper linguistic analysis for quality content visualization. The first
results are every encouraging in terms of (1) quality of the content of the summaries,
especially with the rw.idf, (2) processing time although the architecture is not still
distributed over different processing units and (3) user interaction satisfaction.
However, improvements must be taken into account. In particular, current work
involves the integration of a Speech-to-Speech control interface which may provide a
solution capable to compete with Braille PDAs that are expensive and difficult to use.
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